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Abstract
Structural heterogeneity between knowledge
graphs is an outstanding challenge for entity
alignment. This paper presents Neighborhood
Matching Network (NMN), a novel entity
alignment framework for tackling the struc-
tural heterogeneity challenge. NMN estimates
the similarities between entities to capture
both the topological structure and the neigh-
borhood difference. It provides two innova-
tive components for better learning representa-
tions for entity alignment. It first uses a novel
graph sampling method to distill a discrimi-
native neighborhood for each entity. It then
adopts a cross-graph neighborhood matching
module to jointly encode the neighborhood dif-
ference for a given entity pair. Such strategies
allow NMN to effectively construct matching-
oriented entity representations while ignoring
noisy neighbors that have a negative impact
on the alignment task. Extensive experiments
performed on three entity alignment datasets
show that NMN can well estimate the neigh-
borhood similarity in more tough cases and
significantly outperforms 12 previous state-of-
the-art methods.
1 Introduction
By aligning entities from different knowledge
graphs (KGs) to the same real-world identity, entity
alignment is a powerful technique for knowledge
integration. Unfortunately, entity alignment is non-
trivial because real-life KGs are often incomplete
and different KGs typically have heterogeneous
schemas. Consequently, equivalent entities from
two KGs could have distinct surface forms or dis-
similar neighborhood structures.
In recent years, embedding-based methods have
become the dominated approach for entity align-
ment (Zhu et al., 2017; Pei et al., 2019a; Cao et al.,
2019; Xu et al., 2019; Li et al., 2019a; Sun et al.,
∗Corresponding author.
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Figure 1: Illustrative examples: two tough cases for en-
tity alignment. Dashed rectangles denote the common
neighbors between different KGs.
2020). Such approaches have the advantage of
not relying on manually constructed features or
rules (Mahdisoltani et al., 2015). Using a set of
seed alignments, an embedding-based method mod-
els the KG structures to automatically learn how to
map the equivalent entities among different KGs
into a unified vector space where entity alignment
can be performed by measuring the distance be-
tween the embeddings of two entities.
The vast majority of prior works in this direc-
tion build upon an important assumption - entities
and their counterparts from other KGs have sim-
ilar neighborhood structures, and therefore, sim-
ilar embeddings will be generated for equivalent
entities. Unfortunately, the assumption does not
always hold for real-life scenarios due to the in-
completeness and heterogeneities of KGs. As an
example, consider Figure 1 (a), which shows two
equivalent entities from the Chinese and English
versions of Wikipedia. Here, both central entities
refer to the same real-world identity, Brooklyn, a
borough of New York City. However, the two en-
tities have different sizes of neighborhoods and
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distinct topological structures. The problem of
dissimilar neighborhoods between equivalent en-
tities is ubiquitous. Sun et al. (2020) reports that
the majority of equivalent entity pairs have differ-
ent neighbors in the benchmark datasets DBP15K,
and the proportions of such entity pairs are over
86% (up to 90%) in different language versions of
DBP15K. Particularly, we find that the alignment
accuracy of existing embedding-based methods de-
creases significantly as the gap of equivalent enti-
ties’ neighborhood sizes increases. For instance,
RDGCN (Wu et al., 2019a), a state-of-the-art, de-
livers an accuracy of 59% on the Hits@1 score on
entity pairs whose number of neighbors differs by
no more than 10 on DBP15KZH−EN . However,
its performance drops to 42% when the difference
for the number of neighbors increases to 20 and
to 35% when the difference increases to be above
30. The disparity of the neighborhood size and
topological structures pose a significant challenge
for entity alignment methods.
Even if we were able to set aside the difference
in the neighborhood size, we still have another is-
sue. Since most of the common neighbors would
be popular entities, they will be neighbors of many
other entities. As a result, it is still challenging to
align such entities. To elaborate on this point, let us
now consider Figure 1 (b). Here, the two central en-
tities (both indicate the city Liverpool) have similar
sizes of neighborhoods and three common neigh-
bors. However, the three common neighbors (indi-
cate United Kingdom, England and Labour Party
(UK), respectively) are not discriminative enough.
This is because there are many city entities for
England which also have the three entities in their
neighborhoods – e.g., the entity Birmingham. For
such entity pairs, in addition to common neighbors,
other informative neighbors – like those closely
contextually related to the central entities – must
be considered. Because existing embedding-based
methods are unable to choose the right neighbors,
we need a better approach.
We present Neighborhood Matching Network
(NMN), a novel sampling-based entity alignment
framework. NMN aims to capture the most in-
formative neighbors and accurately estimate the
similarities of neighborhoods between entities in
different KGs. NMN achieves these by leverag-
ing the recent development in Graph Neural Net-
works (GNNs). It first utilizes the Graph Convolu-
tional Networks (GCNs) (Kipf and Welling, 2017)
to model the topological connection information,
and then selectively samples each entity’s neigh-
borhood, aiming at retaining the most informative
neighbors towards entity alignment. One of the key
challenges here is how to accurately estimate the
similarity of any two entities’ sampled neighbor-
hood. NMN addresses this challenge by design-
ing a discriminative neighbor matching module to
jointly compute the neighbor differences between
the sampled subgraph pairs through a cross-graph
attention mechanism. Note that we mainly focus
on the neighbor relevance in the neighborhood sam-
pling and matching modules, while the neighbor
connections are modeled by GCNs. We show that,
by integrating the neighbor connection information
and the neighbor relevance information, NMN can
effectively align entities from real-world KGs with
neighborhood heterogeneity.
We evaluate NMN by applying it to benchmark
datasets DBP15K (Sun et al., 2017) and DWY100K
(Sun et al., 2018), and a sparse variant of DBP15K.
Experimental results show that NMN achieves the
best and more robust performance over state-of-
the-arts. This paper makes the following technical
contributions. It is the first to:
• employ a new graph sampling strategy for
identifying the most informative neighbors
towards entity alignment (Sec. 3.3).
• exploit a cross-graph attention-based match-
ing mechanism to jointly compare discrimina-
tive subgraphs of two entities for robust entity
alignment (Sec. 3.4).
2 Related Work
Embedding-based entity alignment. In recent
years, embedding-based methods have emerged as
viable means for entity alignment. Early works in
the area utilize TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) to em-
bed KG structures, including MTransE (Chen et al.,
2017), JAPE (Sun et al., 2017), IPTransE (Zhu
et al., 2017), BootEA (Sun et al., 2018), NAEA
(Zhu et al., 2019) and OTEA (Pei et al., 2019b).
Some more recent studies use GNNs to model the
structures of KGs, including GCN-Align (Wang
et al., 2018), GMNN (Xu et al., 2019), RDGCN
(Wu et al., 2019a), AVR-GCN (Ye et al., 2019),
and HGCN-JE (Wu et al., 2019b). Besides the
structural information, some recent methods like
KDCoE (Chen et al., 2018), AttrE (Trisedya et al.,
2019), MultiKE (Zhang et al., 2019) and HMAN
(Yang et al., 2019) also utilize additional infor-
mation like Wikipedia entity descriptions and at-
tributes to improve entity representations.
However, all the aforementioned methods ignore
the neighborhood heterogeneity of KGs. MuGNN
(Cao et al., 2019) and AliNet (Sun et al., 2020) are
two most recent efforts for addressing this issue.
While promising, both models still have drawbacks.
MuGNN requires both pre-aligned entities and re-
lations as training data, which can have expensive
overhead for training data labeling. AliNet consid-
ers all one-hop neighbors of an entity to be equally
important when aggregating information. However,
not all one-hop neighbors contribute positively to
characterizing the target entity. Thus, considering
all of them without careful selection can introduce
noise and degrade the performance. NMN avoids
these pitfalls. With only a small set of pre-aligned
entities as training data, NMN chooses the most
informative neighbors for entity alignment.
Graph neural networks. GNNs have recently
been employed for various NLP tasks like semantic
role labeling (Marcheggiani and Titov, 2017) and
machine translation (Bastings et al., 2017). GNNs
learn node representations by recursively aggregat-
ing the representations of neighboring nodes. There
are a range of GNN variants, including the Graph
Convolutional Network (GCN) (Kipf and Welling,
2017), the Relational Graph Convolutional Net-
work (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018), the Graph Atten-
tion Network (Velicˇkovic´ et al., 2018). Giving the
powerful capability for modeling graph structures,
we also leverage GNNs to encode the structural
information of KGs (Sec. 3.2).
Graph matching. The similarity of two graphs
can be measured by exact matching (graph iso-
morphism) (Yan et al., 2004) or through structural
information like the graph editing distance (Ray-
mond et al., 2002). Most recently, the Graph Match-
ing Network (GMN) (Li et al., 2019b) computes
a similarity score between two graphs by jointly
reasoning on the graph pair through cross-graph
attention-based matching. Inspired by GMN, we
design a cross-graph neighborhood matching mod-
ule (Sec. 3.4) to capture the neighbor differences
between two entities’ neighborhoods.
Graph sampling. This technique samples a sub-
set of vertices or edges from the original graph.
Some of the popular sampling approaches include
vertex-, edge- and traversal-based sampling (Hu
and Lau, 2013). In our entity alignment framework,
we propose a vertex sampling method to select
informative neighbors and to construct a neighbor-
hood subgraph for each entity.
3 Our Approach
Formally, we represent a KG as G = (E,R, T ),
where E,R, T denote the sets of entities, relations
and triples respectively. Without loss of generality,
we consider the task of entity alignment between
two KGs, G1 and G2, based on a set of pre-aligned
equivalent entities. The goal is to find pairs of
equivalent entities between G1 and G2.
3.1 Overview of NMN
As highlighted in Sec. 1, the neighborhood hetero-
geneity and noisy common neighbors of real-world
KGs make it difficult to capture useful information
for entity alignment. To tackle these challenges,
NMN first leverages GCNs to model the neigh-
borhood topology information. Next, it employs
neighborhood sampling to select the more infor-
mative neighbors. Then, it utilizes a cross-graph
matching module to capture neighbor differences.
As depicted in Figure 2, NMN takes as input
two KGs, G1 and G2, and produces embeddings
for each candidate pair of entities, e1 and e2, so that
entity alignment can be performed by measuring
the distance, d(e1, e2), of the learned embeddings.
It follows a four-stage processing pipeline: (1) KG
structure embedding, (2) neighborhood sampling,
(3) neighborhood matching, and (4) neighborhood
aggregation for generating embeddings.
3.2 KG Structure Embedding
To learn the KG structure embeddings, NMN uti-
lizes multi-layered GCNs to aggregate higher de-
gree neighboring structural information for entities.
NMNs uses pre-trained word embeddings to ini-
tialize the GCN. This strategy is shown to be ef-
fective in encoding the semantic information of
entity names in prior work (Xu et al., 2019; Wu
et al., 2019a). Formally, letG1 = (E1, R1, T1) and
G2 = (E2, R2, T2) be two KGs to be aligned, we
put G1 and G2 together as one big input graph to
NMN. Each GCN layer takes a set of node features
as input and updates the node representations as:
h
(l)
i = ReLU(
∑
j∈Ni∪{i}
1
i
W(l)h(l−1)j ) (1)
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Figure 2: Overall architecture and processing pipeline of Neighborhood Matching Network (NMN).
where {h(l)1 ,h(l)2 , ...,h(l)n |h(l)i ∈ Rd
(l)} is the out-
put node (entity) features of l-th GCN layer, i is
the normalization constant, Ni is the set of neigh-
bor indices of entity i, and W(l) ∈ Rd(l)×d(l−1) is a
layer-specific trainable weight matrix.
To control the accumulated noise, we also intro-
duce highway networks (Srivastava et al., 2015)
to GCN layers, which can effectively control the
noise propagation across GCN layers (Rahimi et al.,
2018; Wu et al., 2019b).
3.3 Neighborhood Sampling
The one-hop neighbors of an entity are key to de-
termine whether the entity should be aligned with
other entities. However, as we have discussed in
Sec. 1, not all one-hop neighbors contribute pos-
itively for entity alignment. To choose the right
neighbors, we apply a down-sampling process to
select the most informative entities towards the cen-
tral target entity from its one-hop neighbors.
Recall that we use pre-trained word embeddings
of entity names to initialize the input node fea-
tures of GCNs. As a result, the entity embeddings
learned by GCNs contain rich contextual informa-
tion for both the neighboring structures and the
entity semantics. NMN exploits such information
to sample informative neighbors, i.e., neighbors
that are more contextually related to the central en-
tity are more likely to be sampled. Our key insight
is that the more often a neighbor and the central
(or target) entity appear in the same context, the
more representative and informative the neighbor
is towards the central entity. Since the contexts of
two equivalent entities in real-world corpora are
usually similar, the stronger a neighbor is contextu-
ally related to the target entity, the more alignment
clues the neighbor is likely to offer. Experimental
results in Sec. 5.3 confirm this observation.
Formally, given an entity ei, the probability to
sample its one-hop neighbor ei j is determined by:
p(hi j |hi) = softmax(hiWshTi j)
=
exp(hiWshTi j)∑
k∈Ni exp(hiWsh
T
i k)
(2)
where Ni is the one-hop neighbor index of central
entity ei, hi and hi j are learned embeddings for
entities ei and ei j respectively, and Ws is a shared
weight matrix.
By selectively sampling one-hop neighbors,
NMN essentially constructs a discriminative sub-
graph of neighborhood for each entity, which can
enable more accurate alignment through neighbor-
hood matching.
3.4 Neighborhood Matching
The neighborhood subgraph, produced by the sam-
pling process, determines which neighbors of the
target entity should be considered in the later stages.
In other words, later stages of the NMN processing
pipeline will only operate on neighbors within the
subgraph. In the neighborhood matching stage, we
wish to find out, for each candidate entity in the
counterpart KG, which neighbors of that entity are
closely related to a neighboring node within the
subgraph of the target entity. Such information is
essential for deciding whether two entities (from
two KGs) should be aligned.
As discussed in Sec. 3.3, equivalent entities
tend to have similar contexts in real-world corpora;
therefore, their neighborhoods sampled by NMN
should be more likely to be similar. NMN exploits
this observation to estimate the similarities of the
sampled neighborhoods.
Candidate selection. Intuitively, for an entity ei
in E1, we need to compare its sampled neighbor-
hood subgraph with the subgraph of each candi-
date entity in E2 to select an optimal alignment
entity. Exhaustively trying all possible entities
of E2 would be prohibitively expensive for large
real-world KGs. To reduce the matching overhead,
NMN takes a low-cost approximate approach. To
that end, NMN first samples an alignment candi-
date set Ci = {ci1 , ci2 , ..., cit |cik ∈ E2} for ei in
E1, and then calculates the subgraph similarities
between ei and these candidates. This is based on
an observation that the entities in E2 which are
closer to ei in the embedding space are more likely
to be aligned with ei. Thus, for an entity ej in E2,
the probability that it is sampled as a candidate for
ei can be calculated as:
p(hj |hi) = exp(‖hi − hj‖L1)∑
k∈E2 exp(‖hi − hk‖L1)
(3)
Cross-graph neighborhood matching. In-
spired by recent works in graph matching (Li
et al., 2019b), our neighbor matching module
takes a pair of subgraphs as input, and computes
a cross-graph matching vector for each neighbor,
which measures how well this neighbor can be
matched to any neighbor node in the counterpart.
Formally, let (ei, cik) be an entity pair to be
measured, where ei ∈ E1 and cik ∈ E2 is one of
the candidates of ei, p and q are two neighbors of
ei and cik , respectively. The cross-graph matching
vector for neighbor p can be computed as:
apq =
exp(hp · hq)∑
q′∈Nsik
exp(hp · hq′) (4)
mp =
∑
q∈Nsik
apq(hp − hq) (5)
where apq are the attention weights, mp is the
matching vector for p, and it measures the differ-
ence between hp and its closest neighbor in the
other subgraph, N sik is the sampled neighbor set of
cik , hp and hq are the GCN-output embeddings for
p and q respectively.
Then, we concatenate neighbor p’s GCN-output
embeddings with weighted matching vector mp:
hˆp = [hp‖β ∗mp] (6)
For each target neighbor in a neighborhood sub-
graph, the attention mechanism in the matching
module can accurately detect which of the neigh-
bors in the subgraph of another KG is most likely
to match the target neighbor. Intuitively, the match-
ing vector mp captures the difference between the
two closest neighbors. When the representations of
the two neighbors are similar, the matching vector
tends to be a zero vector so that their representa-
tions stay similar. When the neighbor representa-
tions differ, the matching vector will be amplified
through propagation. We find this matching strat-
egy works well for our problem settings.
3.5 Neighborhood Aggregation
In the neighborhood aggregation stage, we combine
the neighborhood connection information (learned
at the KG structure embedding stage) as well as the
output of the matching stage (Sec. 3.4) to generate
the final embeddings used for alignment.
Specifically, for entity ei, we first aggregate its
sampled neighbor representations {hˆp}. Inspired
by the aggregation method in (Li et al., 2016), we
compute a neighborhood representation for ei as:
gi = (
∑
p∈Nsi
σ(hˆpWgate) · hˆp)WN (7)
Then, we concatenate the central entity ei’s
GCN-output representation hi with its neighbor-
hood representation to construct the matching ori-
ented representation for ei:
hmatchi = [gi‖hi] (8)
3.6 Entity Alignment and Training
Pre-training. As discussed in Sec. 3.3, our
neighborhood sampling is based on the GCN-
output entity embeddings. Therefore, we first pre-
train the GCN-based KG embedding model to pro-
duce quality entity representations. Specifically,
we measure the distance between two entities to
determine whether they should be aligned:
d˜(e1, e2) = ‖he1 − he2‖L1 (9)
The objective of the pre-trained model is:
L˜ =
∑
(i,j)∈L
∑
(i′,j′)∈L′
max{0, d˜(i, j)− d˜(i′, j′) + γ} (10)
where γ > 0 is a margin hyper-parameter; L is
our alignment seeds and L′ is the set of negative
aligned entity pairs generated by nearest neighbor
sampling (Kotnis and Nastase, 2017).
Overall training objective. The pre-training
phase terminates once the entity alignment perfor-
mance has converged to be stable. We find that
after this stage, the entity representations given by
the GCN are sufficient for supporting the neigh-
borhood sampling and matching modules. Hence,
Figure 3: Distribution of difference in the size of neigh-
borhoods of aligned entity pairs on DBP15KZH−EN .
we replace the loss function of NMN after the pre-
training phase as:
L =
∑
(r,t)∈L
∑
(r′,t′)∈C
max{0, d(r, t)− d(r′, t′) + γ} (11)
d(r, t) = ‖hmatchr − hmatcht ‖L1 (12)
where the negative alignments set C =
{(r′, t′)|(r′ = r ∧ t′ ∈ Cr) ∨ (t′ = t ∧ r′ ∈ Ct)} is
made up of the alignment candidate sets of r and t,
Cr and Ct are generated in the candidate selection
stage described in Sec. 3.4.
Note that our sampling process is non-
differentiable, which corrupts the training of weight
matrix Ws in Eq. 2. To avoid this issue, when train-
ing Ws, instead of direct sampling, we aggregate
all the neighbor information by intuitive weighted
summation:
gwi = (
∑
p∈Ni
αip · σ(hˆpWgate) · hˆp)WN (13)
where αip is the aggregation weight for neighbor
p, and is the sampling probability p(hp|hi) for p
given by Eq. 2. Since the aim of training Ws is
to let the learned neighborhood representations of
aligned entities to be as similar as possible, the
objective is:
Lw =
∑
(r,t)∈L
‖gwr − gwt ‖L1 (14)
In general, our model is trained end-to-end after
pre-training. During training, we use Eq. 11 as the
main objective function, and, every 50 epochs, we
tune Ws using Eq. 14 as the objective function.
4 Experimental Setup
Datasets. Follow the common practice of recent
works (Sun et al., 2018; Cao et al., 2019; Sun et al.,
2020), we evaluate our model on DBP15K (Sun
et al., 2017) and DWY100K (Sun et al., 2018)
datasets, and use the same split with previous
works, 30% for training and 70% for testing. To
Datasets Ent. Rel. Tri. Tri. Remain in S.
ZH-EN ZH 66,469 2,830 153,929 26%EN 98,125 2,317 237,674 100%
JA-EN JA 65,744 2,043 164,373 41%EN 95,680 2,096 233,319 100%
FR-EN FR 66,858 1,379 192,191 45%EN 105,889 2,209 278,590 100%
Table 1: Summary of DBP15K and S-DBP15k.
Datasets Ent. Rel. Tri.
DBP-WD DBpedia 100,000 330 463,294Wikidata 100,000 220 448,774
DBP-YG DBpedia 100,000 302 428,952YAGO3 100,000 31 502,563
Table 2: Summary of DWY100K.
evaluate the performance of NMN in a more chal-
lenging setting, we also build a sparse dataset S-
DBP15K based on DBP15K. Specifically, we ran-
domly remove a certain proportion of triples in
the non-English KG to increase the difference in
neighborhood size for entities in different KGs. Ta-
ble 1 gives the detailed statistics of DBP15K and
S-DBP15K, and the information of DWY100K is
exhibited in Table 2. Figure 3 shows the distribu-
tion of difference in the size of one-hop neighbor-
hoods of aligned entity pairs. Our source code and
datasets are freely available online.1
Comparisonmodels. We compare NMN against
12 recently proposed embedding-based alignment
methods: MTransE (Chen et al., 2017), JAPE (Sun
et al., 2017), IPTransE (Zhu et al., 2017), GCN-
Align (Wang et al., 2018), BootEA (Sun et al.,
2018), SEA (Pei et al., 2019a), RSN (Guo et al.,
2019), MuGNN (Cao et al., 2019), KECG (Li et al.,
2019a), AliNet (Sun et al., 2020), GMNN (Xu et al.,
2019) and RDGCN (Wu et al., 2019a). The last
two models also utilize entity names for alignment.
Model variants. To evaluate different compo-
nents of our model, we provide two implementation
variants of NMN: (1) NMN (w/o nbr-m), where we
replace the neighborhood matching part by taking
the average of sampled neighbor representations
as the neighborhood representation; and (2) NMN
(w/o nbr-s), where we remove the sampling pro-
cess and perform neighborhood matching on all
one-hop neighbors.
Implementation details. The configuration we
use in the DBP15K and DWY100k datasets is:
β = 0.1, γ = 1.0, and we sample 5 neigh-
1https://github.com/StephanieWyt/NMN
bors for each entity in the neighborhood sampling
stage (Sec. 3.3). For S-DBP15K, we set β to
1. We sample 3 neighbors for each entity in S-
DBP15KZH−EN and S-DBP15KJA−EN , and 10
neighbors in S-DBP15KFR−EN . NMN uses a 2-
layer GCN. The dimension of hidden representa-
tions in GCN layers described in Sec. 3.2 is 300,
and the dimension of neighborhood representation
gi described in Sec. 3.5 is 50. The size of the can-
didate set in Sec. 3.4 is 20 for each entity. The
learning rate is set to 0.001.
To initialize entity names, for the DBP15K
datasets, we first use Google Translate to translate
all non-English entity names into English, and use
pre-trained English word vectors glove.840B.300d2
to construct the initial node features of KGs. For
the DWY100K datasets, we directly use the pre-
trained word vectors to initialize the nodes.
Metrics. Following convention, we use Hits@1
and Hits@10 as our evaluation metrics. A Hits@k
score is computed by measuring the proportion of
correctly aligned entities ranked in the top k list. A
higher Hits@k score indicates better performance.
5 Experimental Results
5.1 Performance on DBP15K and DWY100K
Table 3 reports the entity alignment performance
of all approaches on DBP15K and DWY100K
datasets. It shows that the full implementation of
NMN significantly outperforms all alternative ap-
proaches.
Structured-based methods. The top part of the
table shows the performance of the state-of-the-art
structure-based models which solely utilize struc-
tural information. Among them, BootEA deliv-
ers the best performance where it benefits from
more training instances through a bootstrapping
process. By considering the structural heterogene-
ity, MuGNN and AliNet outperform most of other
structure-based counterparts, showing the impor-
tance of tackling structural heterogeneity.
Entity name initialization. The middle part of
Table 3 gives the results of embedding-based mod-
els that use entity name information along with
structural information. Using entity names to
initialize node features, the GNN-based models,
GMNN and RDGCN, show a clear improvement
over structure-based models, suggesting that entity
2http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
names provide useful clues for entity alignment. In
particular, GMNN achieves the highest Hits@10 on
the DWY100K datasets, which are the only mono-
lingual datasets (in English) in our experiments.
We also note that, GMNN pre-screens a small can-
didate set for each entity based on the entity name
similarity, and only traverses this candidate set dur-
ing testing and calculating the Hits@k scores.
NMN vs. its variants. The bottom part of Ta-
ble 3 shows the performance of NMN and its
variants. Our full NMN implementation substan-
tially outperforms all baselines across nearly all
metrics and datasets by accurately modeling en-
tity neighborhoods through neighborhood sampling
and matching and using entity name information.
Specifically, NMN achieves the best Hits@1 score
on DBP15KZH−EN , with a gain of 2.5% com-
pared with RDGCN, and 5.4% over GMNN. Al-
though RDGCN employs a dual relation graph to
model the complex relation information, it does not
address the issue of neighborhood heterogeneity.
While GMNN collects all one-hop neighbors to
construct a topic entity graph for each entity, its
strategy might introduce noises since not all one-
hop neighbors are favorable for entity alignment.
When comparing NMN and NMN (w/o nbr-m),
we can observe around a 2.5% drop in Hits@1 and
a 0.6% drop in Hits@10 on average, after removing
the neighborhood matching module. Specifically,
the Hits@1 scores between NMN and NMN (w/o
nbr-m) differ by 3.9% on DBP15KFR−EN . These
results confirm the effectiveness of our neighbor-
hood matching module in identifying matching
neighbors and estimating the neighborhood sim-
ilarity.
Removing the neighbor sampling module from
NMN, i.e., NMN (w/o nbr-s), leads to an average
performance drop of 0.3% on Hits@1 and 1% on
Hits@10 on all the datasets. This result shows the
important role of our sampling module in filtering
irrelevant neighbors.
When removing either the neighborhood match-
ing module (NMN (w/o nbr-m)) or sampling mod-
ule (NMN (w/o nbr-s)) from our main model, we
see a substantially larger drop in both Hits@1 and
Hits@10 on DBP15K than on DWY100K. One rea-
son is that the heterogeneity problem in DBP15K is
more severe than that in DWY100K. The average
proportion of aligned entity pairs that have a differ-
ent number of neighbors is 89% in DBP15K com-
pared to 84% in DWY100K. These results show
Models DBPZH-EN DBPJA-EN DBPFR-EN DBP-WD DBP-YG
Hits@1 Hits@10 Hits@1 Hits@10 Hits@1 Hits@10 Hits@1 Hits@10 Hits@1 Hits@10
MTransE (Chen et al., 2017) 30.8 61.4 27.9 57.5 24.4 55.6 28.1 52.0 25.2 49.3
JAPE (Sun et al., 2017) 41.2 74.5 36.3 68.5 32.4 66.7 31.8 58.9 23.6 48.4
IPTransE (Zhu et al., 2017) 40.6 73.5 36.7 69.3 33.3 68.5 34.9 63.8 29.7 55.8
GCN-Align (Wang et al., 2018) 41.3 74.4 39.9 74.5 37.3 74.5 50.6 77.2 59.7 83.8
SEA (Pei et al., 2019a) 42.4 79.6 38.5 78.3 40.0 79.7 51.8 80.2 51.6 73.6
RSN (Guo et al., 2019) 50.8 74.5 50.7 73.7 51.6 76.8 60.7 79.3 68.9 87.8
KECG (Li et al., 2019a) 47.8 83.5 49.0 84.4 48.6 85.1 63.2 90.0 72.8 91.5
MuGNN (Cao et al., 2019) 49.4 84.4 50.1 85.7 49.5 87.0 61.6 89.7 74.1 93.7
AliNet (Sun et al., 2020) 53.9 82.6 54.9 83.1 55.2 85.2 69.0 90.8 78.6 94.3
BootEA (Sun et al., 2018) 62.9 84.8 62.2 85.4 65.3 87.4 74.8 89.8 76.1 89.4
GMNN (Xu et al., 2019) 67.9 78.5 74.0 87.2 89.4 95.2 93.0 99.6 94.4 99.8
RDGCN (Wu et al., 2019a) 70.8 84.6 76.7 89.5 88.6 95.7 97.9 99.1 94.7 97.3
NMN 73.3 86.9 78.5 91.2 90.2 96.7 98.1 99.2 96.0 98.2
w/o nbr-m 71.1 86.7 75.4 90.4 86.3 95.8 96.0 98.4 95.0 97.8
w/o nbr-s 73.0 85.6 77.9 88.8 89.9 95.7 98.0 99.0 95.9 98.1
Table 3: Performance on DBP15K and DWY100K.
Models ZH-EN JA-EN FR-EN
Hits@1 Hits@10 Hits@1 Hits@10 Hits@1 Hits@10
BootEA 12.2 27.5 27.8 52.6 32.7 53.2
GMNN 47.5 68.3 58.8 78.2 75.0 90.9
RDGCN 60.7 74.6 69.3 82.9 83.6 92.6
NMN 62.0 75.1 70.3 84.4 86.3 94.0
w/o nbr-m 52.0 71.1 62.1 82.7 80.0 92.0
w/o nbr-s 60.9 74.1 70.7 84.5 86.5 94.2
Table 4: Performance on S-DBP15K.
that our sampling and matching modules are par-
ticularly important, when the neighborhood sizes
of equivalent entities greatly differ and especially
there may be few common neighbors in their neigh-
borhoods.
5.2 Performance on S-DBP15K
On the more sparse and challenging datasets S-
DBP15K, we compare our NMN model with
the strongest structure-based model, BootEA, and
GNN-based models, GMNN and RDGCN, which
also utilize the entity name initialization.
Baseline models. In Table 4, we can observe
that all models suffer a performance drop, where
BootEA endures the most significant drop. With
the support of entity names, GMNN and RDGCN
achieve better performances over BootEA. These
results show when the alignment clues are sparse,
structural information alone is not sufficient to sup-
port precise comparisons, and the entity name se-
mantics are particularly useful for accurate align-
ment in such case.
NMN. Our NMN outperforms all three baselines
on all sparse datasets, demonstrating the effec-
tiveness and robustness of NMN. As discussed in
Sec. 1, the performances of existing embedding-
based methods decrease significantly as the gap of
equivalent entities’ neighborhood sizes increases.
Specifically, on DBP15KZH−EN , our NMN out-
performs RDGCN, the best-performing baseline,
by a large margin, achieving 65%, 53% and 48%
on Hits@1 on the entity pairs whose number of
neighbors differs by more than 10, 20 and 30, re-
spectively.
Sampling and matching strategies. When we
compare NMN and NMN (w/o nbr-m) on the S-
DBP15K, we can see a larger average drop in
Hits@1 than on the DBP15K (8.2% vs. 3.1%).
The result indicates that our neighborhood match-
ing module plays a more important role on the more
sparse dataset. When the alignment clues are less
obvious, our matching module can continuously
amplify the neighborhood difference of an entity
pair during the propagation process. In this way,
the gap between the equivalent entity pair and the
negative pairs becomes larger, leading to correct
alignment.
Compared with NMN, removing sampling mod-
ule does hurt NMN in both Hits@1 and Hits@10
on S-DBP15KZH−EN . But, it is surprising
that NMN (w/o nbr-s) delivers slightly better re-
sults than NMN on S-DBP15KJA−EN and S-
DBP15KFR−EN . Since the average number of
neighbors of entities in S-DBP15K is much less
than that in the DBP15K datasets. When the num-
ber of neighbors is small, the role of sampling will
be unstable. In addition, our sampling method is
relatively simple. When the alignment clues are
very sparse, our strategy may not be robust enough.
We will explore more adaptive sampling method
and scope in the future.
5.3 Analysis
Impact of neighborhood sampling strategies.
To explore the impact of neighborhood sampling
Figure 4: Comparison between our neighborhood sampling strategy and random sampling on S-DBP15K.
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Figure 5: Visualization of attention weights in the
neighborhood matching module for the example of
Paramount Pictures. The green and blue words are two
pairs of equivalent neighbors.
strategies, we compare our NMN with a variant
that uses random sampling strategy on S-DBP15K
datasets. Figure 4 illustrates the Hits@1 of
NMN using our designed graph sampling method
(Sec. 3.3) and a random-sampling-based variant
when sampling different number of neighbors. Our
NMN consistently delivers better results compared
to the variant, showing that our sampling strategy
can effectively select more informative neighbors.
Impact of neighborhood sampling size. From
Figure 4, for S-DBP15KZH−EN , both models
reach a performance plateau with a sampling size
of 3, and using a bigger sampling size would lead to
performance degradation. For S-DBP15KJA−EN
and S-DBP15KFR−EN , we observe that our NMN
performs similarly when sampling different num-
ber of neighbors. From Table 1, we can see
that S-DBP15KZH−EN is more sparse than S-
DBP15KJA−EN and S-DBP15KFR−EN . All
models deliver much lower performance on S-
DBP15KZH−EN . Therefore, the neighbor quality
of this dataset might be poor, and a larger sampling
size will introduce more noise. On the other hand,
the neighbors in JA-EN and FR-EN datasets might
be more informative. Thus, NMN is not sensitive
to the sampling size on these two datasets.
How does the neighborhood matching module
work? In an attempt to understand how our
neighborhood matching strategy helps alignment,
we visualize the attention weights in the neighbor-
hood matching module. Considering an equivalent
entity pair in DBP15KZH−EN , both of which indi-
cate an American film studio Paramount Pictures.
From Figure 5, we can see that the five neighbors
sampled by our sampling module for each central
entity are very informative ones for aligning the
two central entities, such as the famous movies re-
leased by Paramount Pictures, the parent company
and subsidiary of Paramount Pictures. This demon-
strates the effectiveness of our sampling strategy
again. Among the sampled neighbors, there are
also two pairs of common neighbors (indicate Sav-
ing Private Ryan and Viacom). We observe that
for each pair of equivalent neighbors, one neigh-
bor can be particularly attended by its counterpart
(the corresponding square has a darker color). This
example clearly demonstrates that our neighbor-
hood matching module can accurately estimate the
neighborhood similarity by accurately detecting the
similar neighbors.
6 Conclusion
We have presented NMN, a novel embedded-based
framework for entity alignment. NMN tackles
the ubiquitous neighborhood heterogeneity in KGs.
We achieve this by using a new sampling-based
approach to choose the most informative neigh-
bors for each entity. As a departure from prior
works, NMN simultaneously estimates the similar-
ity of two entities, by considering both topological
structure and neighborhood similarity. We perform
extensive experiments on real-world datasets and
compare NMN against 12 recent embedded-based
methods. Experimental results show that NMN
achieves the best and more robust performance,
consistently outperforming competitive methods
across datasets and evaluation metrics.
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